Various custom-made phantoms designed to optimize magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences have been created and subsequently reported in JSRT. However, custom-made phantoms that correctly match the T 1 -value and T 2 -values of human brain tissue (gray matter and white matter) cannot be made easily or quickly. The aim of this project was to search for alternative materials, such as fruits and vegetables, for optimizing MRI sequences. The following eight fruits and vegetables were investigated: apple, tomato, melon, apple mango (Mangifera indica), banana, avocado, peach, and eggplant. Their potential was studied for use in modeling phantoms of normal human brain tissues. MRI (T 1 -and T 2 -weighted sequences) was performed on the human brain and the fruits and vegetables using various concentrations of contrast medium (gadolinium) in the same size tubes as the custom-made phantom. The authors compared the signal intensity (SI) in human brain tissue (gray matter and white matter) with that of the fruits and the custom-made phantom. The T 1 and T 2 values were measured for banana tissue and compared with those for human brain tissue in the literature. Our results indicated that banana tissue is similar to human brain tissue (both gray matter and white matter). Banana tissue can thus be employed as an alternative phantom for the human brain for the purpose of MRI.
Summary
Various custom-made phantoms designed to optimize magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences have been created and subsequently reported in JSRT. However, custom-made phantoms that correctly match the T 1 -value and T 2 -values of human brain tissue (gray matter and white matter) cannot be made easily or quickly. The aim of this project was to search for alternative materials, such as fruits and vegetables, for optimizing MRI sequences. The following eight fruits and vegetables were investigated: apple, tomato, melon, apple mango (Mangifera indica), banana, avocado, peach, and eggplant. Their potential was studied for use in modeling phantoms of normal human brain tissues. MRI (T 1 -and T 2 -weighted sequences) was performed on the human brain and the fruits and vegetables using various concentrations of contrast medium (gadolinium) in the same size tubes as the custom-made phantom. The authors compared the signal intensity (SI) in human brain tissue (gray matter and white matter) with that of the fruits and the custom-made phantom. The T 1 and T 2 values were measured for banana tissue and compared with those for human brain tissue in the literature. Our results indicated that banana tissue is similar to human brain tissue (both gray matter and white matter). Banana tissue can thus be employed as an alternative phantom for the human brain for the purpose of MRI. Table 1 T2WI Table 2  Table 1 1 5 11th  12th  1  2  3  4  5   Apple  870±33  720±21  668  466  474  522  522  Tomato  892±28  734±18  734  546  552  Melon  836±12  677±14  651  730  709  Avocado  894±27  734±20  1643  943  1929  Banana  864±31  700±22  916  908  853  Eggplant  885±20  721±13  515  476  479  475  Apple mango  858±24  710±17  1024  909  1005  Peach  860±30  705±19  653  715  873 Numbers indicated mean signal intensity and standard deviation. Apple  375±34  1070±42  952  1301  1281  1287  1409  Tomato  341±41  1021±38  2239  1619  2067  Melon  336±37  995±32  1529  1150  1591  Avocado  375±36  1055±37  1303  234  781  Banana  392±34  1082±33  831  772  919  Eggplant  403±35  1112±34  329  276  451  466  Apple mango  380±32  1090±32  1573  181  1611  Peach  395±30  1115±34  1483  1516  2107 Numbers indicated mean signal intensity and standard deviation. 
